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An important component of neuropsychological testing is assessment of premorbid intelligence to
estimate a patient’s ability independent of neurological impairment. A common test of premorbid
IQ—namely, the Reading section of the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT)—has been shown to
have high measurement error in the high ability range, is unnecessarily long (55 items), and is
proprietary. We describe the development of an alternative, nonproprietary, computerized adaptive test
for premorbid IQ, the Penn Reading Assessment (PRA-CAT). PRA-CAT items were calibrated using a
1-parameter item response theory model in a large community sample (N � 9,498), Ages 8 to 21, and
the resulting parameters were used to simulate computerized adaptive testing sessions. Simulations
demonstrated that the PRA-CAT achieves low measurement error (0.25; equivalent to Cronbach’s
alpha � .94) and acceptable measurement error (0.40; Cronbach’s alpha � .84) after only 18 and 6 items,
respectively (on average). Correlation of WRAT and PRA-CAT scores with numerous clinical, cognitive,
demographic, and neuroimaging criteria suggests that validity of PRA-CAT score interpretation is
comparable (and sometimes superior) with the WRAT. The fully functioning PRA-CAT for public use
(including item parameter estimates reported here) has been built using the open-source program
Concerto, and can be installed by anyone on a local computer or on the “cloud.” Given the length and
proprietary nature of the WRAT, the PRA-CAT shows promise as a potential alternative (and with
minimal or no cost). Further validation in the context of neurological injury is needed.

Public Significance Statement
Clinicians often wish to assess the severity of disease- or injury-related cognitive decline, which can
be difficult if premorbid cognitive ability is unknown. The PRA-CAT provides a method of assessing
this premorbid ability (IQ) that is more efficient than current methods of doing so.
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An important component of neuropsychological evaluation is
assessment of premorbid intelligence to estimate a patient’s gen-

eral cognitive capability before neurological impairment. Premor-
bid IQ tests gauge abilities that remain relatively unaffected by
neurological insult and typically rely on one of three approaches:
(a) performance on achievement test reading sections (“hold”
tests) such as subtests of the Wide Range Achievement Test
(WRAT; Jastak & Jastak, 1965; Wilkinson & Robertson, 2006),
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Psychological Corporation,
2002), and National Adult Reading Test (NART; Nelson & Wil-
lison, 1991); (b) regression analyses based on demographic infor-
mation, such as the Barona formula (Barona & Chastain, 1986);
and (c) a combination of both reading test performance and de-
mographic information, such as the Oklahoma Premorbid Intelli-
gence Estimate (Krull, Scott, & Sherer, 1995) and BEST-3
(Vanderploeg, Schinka, & Axelrod, 1996).

The method of analyzing performance on reading tests to assess
premorbid IQ is used most extensively in neuropsychological
testing, as such tests are rapid, easily administered, and relatively
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inexpensive. In addition, reading ability has been a reliable pre-
dictor of general intelligence across various populations (Conta-
dor, Bermejo-Pareja, Del Ser, & Benito-León, 2015) as well as
predictive of changes in teenagers’ verbal IQ (Ramsden et al.,
2013). Substandard reading ability has been related to poor health
outcomes (Berkman et al., 2004), and it has been shown to predict
poor general cognitive functioning even more than does level of
education (Dotson, Kitner-Triolo, Evans, & Zonderman, 2009).

The WRAT, first developed in the 1940s (background covered
in Jastak & Jastak, 1965), has undergone several revisions to
produce the latest versions: WRAT-4 (Wilkinson & Robertson,
2006) and WRAT-5 (Wilkinson & Robertson, 2017). WRAT has
been consistently among the top 10 most commonly used neuro-
psychological tests (Camara, Nathan, & Puente, 2000; Rabin, Barr,
& Burton, 2005). The WRAT-4, which consists of four subtests,
serves as a rapid initial assessment of academic abilities such as
word reading, sentence comprehension, spelling, and math. The
WRAT-4 Word Reading subtest (READ) requires that participants
read a list of phonetically regular and irregular words and, in the
case of some lower ability participants, that they read a list of
letters. Performance on the READ serves as a proxy for premorbid
IQ—for example, Griffin, Mindt, Rankin, Ritchie, and Scott
(2002)—as well as a predictor of neurocognitive functioning
(Sayegh, Arentoft, Thaler, Dean, & Thames, 2014) that is rela-
tively resistant to several forms of neurologic insult (Casaletto et
al., 2014; Seidman et al., 2016). READ estimates premorbid neu-
rocognitive functioning by testing vocabulary and recognition of
words, relying upon the presumption that word reading is primarily
dependent upon previous knowledge rather than current cognitive
capabilities. The online supplemental materials include a review of
WRAT validation efforts.

In studies of both neurologically impaired and unimpaired pop-
ulations, it has been reported that a previous version of READ
(WRAT-3; Jastak & Wilkinson, 1984) as well as an alternative
reading test, NART, despite being accurate measures of average
IQ, underestimate the IQ of those in higher intelligence ranges
(Johnstone, Callahan, Kapila, & Bouman, 1996; Wiens, Bryan, &
Crossen, 1993). Thus, there is a need for a test of premorbid
functioning that is more suitable for populations with an average
intelligence range as well as for those with a wider range of
intelligence. Additionally, as the WRAT is a proprietary test
owned by Pearson Education, the availability of a universally
accessible, free alternative reading test will serve to benefit future
neuropsychological testing. Perhaps most uniquely, no computer-
ized adaptive testing (CAT) measure of reading ability has yet
been developed and validated.

The Penn Reading Assessment (PRA) was developed in 2012
during assessment of the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort
(PNC) by the Brain Behavior Laboratory of The University of
Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine. Supplementary Table
S1 of the online supplemental materials shows the stimuli for each
PRA version, and information about how words were selected for
the PRA is also provided in the online supplemental materials. The
purpose of the present investigation was to psychometrically an-
alyze the PRA as a potential alternative adaptive reading test that
can be used to estimate premorbid IQ. Two versions of the PRA
were designed as a reading test normed on individuals aged 8 to 21
years that, like READ and similar measures, consists of phoneti-
cally regular and irregular words. The psychometric analyses con-

ducted here allowed us to construct a CAT form of the PRA
capable of achieving acceptable measurement error in a fraction of
the time necessary for the full forms (or the WRAT).

Method

Participants in the PNC PRA standardization subsample con-
sisted of 3,185 youths aged 8 to 21 years (50.2% female), of a total
of 9,498 PNC participants assessed by the Brain Behavior Labo-
ratory between 2009 and 2011. All participants received the
WRAT, but the PRA was introduced later during the accrual
process and was administered to a subsample. Participants were
proficient in English and were recruited from the greater Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania, community (not clinics) for the Grand Oppor-
tunity study funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, as
previously described (Calkins et al., 2014, 2015; Gur et al., 2010).
All procedures were approved by the University of Pennsylvania
and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Institutional Review
Boards. Supplementary Table S2 of the online supplemental ma-
terials presents demographic and clinical information on the sam-
ples, which are nearly identically matched on age (M � �13.5
years), race, sex (�50% female), parental education, and psychi-
atric symptomatology. Note that because the PNC was a commu-
nity sample, rates of psychiatric illness are comparable with the
general population.

As part of the Penn Computerized Neurocognitive Battery
(CNB), the WRAT-4 Blue Reading Form was administered first in
the battery for all 9,498 PNC participants tested. In addition, the
PRA forms were each randomly assigned to 3,185 participants
recruited later in the study, and the PRA was administered fifth in
the battery for those tested. That is, each of the 3,185 participants
was administered both the WRAT and either the PRAa form or the
PRAd form. We found no significant difference in gender distri-
bution or age between the groups that received the PRAa versus
the PRAd.

Analyses were performed in the psych (Revelle, 2018) or mirt
(Chalmers, 2012) packages in R (R Core Team, 2018). The anal-
ysis pipeline described here was designed for construction of a
computerized adaptive PRA. We first assessed dimensionality—
that is, is the PRA unidimensional enough for item response theory
(IRT; Reise, Cook, & Moore, 2015)?—by examining the ratio of
first to second eigenvalues of the tetrachoric correlation matrix.
One convention is that, if this ratio is greater than 3, a test or scale
is considered to be unidimensional (Slocum-Gori & Zumbo,
2011). Relatedly, we assessed internal consistency using Cron-
bach’s alpha.

With dimensionality and internal consistency established, we
estimated a one-parameter IRT model described by the following
equation:

pi(�j � 1
1 � e�a(��bi)

, (1)

where pi(�j) is the probability of a correct response for person j on
item i, a is the item discrimination (estimated but constant across
all items), bi is the difficulty of item i, and �j is the trait level of
person j. The discrimination parameter, a, determines how pre-
cisely an item can place an individual on a trait spectrum; higher
discrimination is always better. The difficulty parameter, bi, de-
termines how high on the trait continuum one has to be to have a
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50% chance of responding correctly. This model was used for each
form of the PRA.

The parameters described in this section and in Equation 1 pave
the way for one of the most groundbreaking applications of IRT—
CAT (Wainer & Dorans, 2000; Weiss & Kingsbury, 1984)—
which we have previously used to develop short and adaptive
forms of cognitive and clinical tests (Moore, Calkins, Reise, Gur,
& Gur, 2018; Moore, Scott, et al., 2015; Roalf et al., 2016). In
CAT, after the first item administration (and response), a scoring
algorithm estimates the examinee’s trait level (ability), and based
on this rough estimate, chooses the most appropriate next item to
administer, in which “most appropriate” is determined by how
much information1 it will provide. After this next item adminis-
tration (and response), the algorithm then uses both item responses
to estimate ability. Then, the next most appropriate item is se-
lected, and so on. The test stops when some stopping criterion is
met—for example, when the examinee’s standard error of mea-
surement reaches some lower bound. Note that because IRT scor-
ing is based on the item parameters (a and bi), endorsement of an
“easy” item will affect a person’s score differently than endorse-
ment of a “difficult” item. Because all items were calibrated in the
same model (Equation 1), examinees can be scored on the same
scale even if the sets of items administered to each examinee are
completely nonoverlapping. This feature is especially useful for
longitudinal studies, in which item repetition can be problematic.

Item parameters estimates were input in Firestar (Choi, 2009), a
CAT simulation program, to determine what would have happened
if the PRA-CAT had been administered in the original sample. The
first item was selected based on maximum information at the mean
(� � 0), and the stopping criterion was to stop when the examin-
ee’s standard error of measurement reaches 0.25 or lower. Other
Firestar settings were left as default—namely, the item selection
method was maximum posterior weighted information (van der
Linden, 1998) and the interim theta estimator was expected a
posteriori (Bock & Mislevy, 1982).

Scores resulting from the above-described simulated adaptive
versions were then used for validation purposes. The adaptive
(PRA-CAT) scores were compared with the full-length PRA and
WRAT scores in their relationship with numerous validity criteria.
These criteria included age, sex, race, mother’s education, trauma
exposure (count of traumatic experiences, out of nine), global
assessment of functioning, other neurocognitive performance, psy-
chopathology, census-based measures of socioeconomic status
(SES), and measures of brain volume. Neurocognitive perfor-
mance was assessed using the Penn CNB (Gur et al., 2010; Moore,
Reise, et al., 2015), clinical psychopathology was assessed using a
modified version of the KIDDIE-SADS described in Calkins et al.
(2014), census-based measures of SES are described in Moore et
al. (2016), and neuroimaging in this cohort has been described
extensively (Satterthwaite et al., 2014, 2016). Relationships be-
tween premorbid IQ (as measured by the WRAT and PRA) and these
criteria were compared across form and test. For example, the rela-
tionship between PRA-CATa and age was compared with the rela-
tionship between the WRAT and age. Because these correlations
were dependent—that is, they had a variable in common, the
criterion—they were compared using the Steiger method (Steiger,
1980). All p values were adjusted using the false discovery rate
method (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). The PRA-CAT for public
use was built using the free, open-source software Concerto

(Scalise & Allen, 2015). Please see the online supplemental ma-
terials for further information.

Results and Discussion

Dimensionality and internal consistency of both PRA forms
were acceptable for IRT, and fit of the subsequent one-parameter
models was acceptable. Further information on internal consis-
tency, dimensionality, and specifics of estimated item parameters
is available in the online supplemental materials. To summarize,
the above parameter estimates can be used to generate an infor-
mation function showing how much information each test provides
across ability levels. Figure 1 shows these information functions.
Although the WRAT is more informative at lower ability levels,
both PRA forms reveal more information about average ability—
that is, �1 to 1, approximately 68% of the normal distribution—than
does the WRAT. Further, the CAT simulations demonstrated that the
PRA-CAT achieves low measurement error (0.25; equivalent to
Cronbach’s alpha � .94) and acceptable measurement error (0.40;
Cronbach’s alpha � .84) after only 18 and six items, respectively
(on average). Below, we test validity of the more precise version
(max standard error of measurement [SEM] � 0.25; average ad-
ministration � 18 items).

Correlations between the PRA forms and the WRAT were 0.94
for both the “a” and “d” forms, providing strong evidence for the
PRA’s convergent validity from the outset. Further, scores on each
test (WRAT, PRAa, PRAd, adaptive PRAa, and adaptive PRAd)
were correlated with 21 validity criteria, including demographic,
neurocognitive, clinical, and neuroimaging criteria. Table 1 shows
these correlations, along with indicators of significant difference
from the WRAT and from the corresponding PRA full form. The
PRAa adaptive form was equally or significantly more correlated
with 10 of the predictors than was the WRAT, and equally or more
correlated with 20 of the predictors than was the full-form PRAa.
The adaptive PRAd was equally or significantly more correlated
with eight of the predictors than was the WRAT, and equally or
more correlated with 20 of the predictors than was the nonadaptive
PRAd. Notably, of the criteria significantly more correlated with
the WRAT, the maximum absolute difference in correlations was
0.068 (WRAT vs. PRAd in predicting Black race). The vast
majority of correlation differences are less than 0.05, suggesting
the statistical significance is due to the large sample. Indeed, when
Bonferroni correction is applied (critical p � .0012), the PRAa and
PRAd no longer appear different than the WRAT for seven of the
effects in Table 1: White race, clinical Fear score, and five of the
neurocognitive scores.

This study aimed to analyze and establish the validity of the
PRA as the first CAT reading measure available for use. Devel-
opment of the PRA was based on the standard reading test para-
digm—consisting of words with irregular grapheme to phoneme
translations—that is utilized by many prevalent tests (e.g., WRAT,
NART). Two forms of the PRA were administered alongside the
WRAT to over 3,000 PNC participants as part of a larger data
collection initiative. Factor analysis results indicated that both the
WRAT and the PRA measure one factor, presumed to be reading

1 The concept of psychometric information is beyond the present scope,
but see Embretson and Reise (2009). Information is related to the standard
error of measurement by the following equation: SEM � sqrt(1/info).
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ability, though there is some evidence of multidimensionality in
the WRAT. Internal consistency data further suggest that the PRA
is equally as reliable as the traditional WRAT. By simulating
adaptive test sessions for the PRA, we found that the adaptive
versions of the PRA are highly correlated with many of the

neurocognitive, volumetric, environmental, and clinical factors
tested and, for some key predictors, displayed even higher
correlations than did the WRAT. Results of the present study
demonstrate the validity of the PRA as an alternative reading
test to the WRAT. Our results suggest that the PRA can serve

Figure 1. Test information curves for the WRAT, PRAa Full Form, and PRAd Full Form. WRAT � Wide Range
Achievement Test; PRA � Penn Reading Assessment. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

Table 1
Correlations Between Test Scores and Validity Criteria

Type Criterion WRAT4 PRAa PRAd PRAa Adaptive PRAd Adaptive

Demographics Age .583 .669 .631 .643ac .608ac

Sex � femaleb .068 .056 .133 .070 .121c

Neighborhood SES .320 .276 .289 .269c .283c

Neighborhood crime �.092 �.148 �.026 �.158 �.029c

Mother’s education .242 .205 .210 .209c .203c

Race � Blackb �.374 �.364 �.314 �.365 �.306c

Race � Whiteb .357 .332 .324 .329c .310c

Neurocognitive Overall accuracy .506 .481 .471 .484c .464c

Overall speed .136 .115 .114 .113c .120
Overall efficiency .427 .411 .388 .412 .391c

Memory (Eff) .145 .125 .150 .126 .158
Social cog (Eff) .343 .363 .309 .367c .309c

Comp reas (Eff) .438 .412 .413 .409c .412c

Executive (Eff) .377 .350 .320 .350c .325c

Clinical Global functioning .131 .072 .089 .083c .098c

Anxious-misery �.068 �.052 �.098 �.057 �.106c

Psychosis �.134 �.133 �.181 �.141 �.186c

Externalizing �.160 �.129 �.191 �.140 �.191c

Fear �.117 �.100 �.151 �.100 �.140c

Brain Total gray matter .286 .308 .236 .282 .223c

Total brain volume .277 .288 .231 .265 .219c

SES � socioeconomic status; Eff � efficiency; cog � cognition; comp reas � complex reasoning.
a significantly (p � .05) difference from corresponding PRA full-form correlation. b correlations are biserial. c significantly (p � .05) difference from
WRAT4 correlation.
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as a valid and useful measure of reading ability as a proxy for
premorbid IQ.

Use of the adaptive version of the PRA will allow for more
efficient data collection. The WRAT and NART have been criti-
cized for underestimating the IQ of those with higher intelligence
(Griffin et al., 2002; Johnstone et al., 1996; Wiens et al., 1993); our
results indicate that the PRA will resolve this issue and can serve
to more precisely estimate IQs in the upper range. Additionally,
although the original PRAa and PRAd were administered in an
average of only approximately 4 min, the CAT form will be
completed even more efficiently, as each participant will be tested
on fewer items. In continually updating the current estimate of a
participant’s ability based on previous responses and presenting an
item selected on the basis of item information, the CAT version of
the PRA will be more streamlined than the currently available
measures. The highly precise CAT version presented here (max
SEM � 0.25) takes (on average) 1.2 min to complete, yielding
70% time saving. The acceptably precise version (max SEM �
0.40; validity not tested here) takes (on average) 24 s to complete,
yielding 90% time saving.

Strengths of this study include the large, diverse sample and the
extensive phenotyping, including clinical and neurocognitive.
However, some weaknesses should be noted. First, although stan-
dardization of the WRAT4 itself included slightly more than 3,000
participants (Wilkinson & Robertson, 2006)—a sample size com-
parable with ours—the population studied in standardization of the
WRAT4 differed from the population studied here, in that WRAT
standardization participants were selected specifically to be pro-
portionate to the U.S. national census data. Thus, the WRAT
standardization population was older, more geographically di-
verse, and more closely reflected nationwide socioeconomic/race/
ethnicity proportions than did our sample selected from the greater
Philadelphia (“tri-state”) area. For example, our sample was ap-
proximately 33% African American, which is higher than the
national average. A second weakness is that although we have
shown a relationship between adaptive PRA scores and neurocog-
nitive performance (including WRAT), we have not shown that the
PRA measures premorbid IQ as such. That is, we have not shown
that PRA performance is robust to neurological injury. Finally, it
should be noted that the relationships of the adaptive PRA scores
to validity criteria were generally lower than those of the WRAT;
thus, although PRA scores are comparable with the WRAT, they
are not quite as related to validity criteria. Nonetheless, the present
psychometric analyses of the PRA provide some evidence for its
reliability and validity in a community sample, suggesting that it
could be used as an alternative to the currently available tests of
reading ability. Future development efforts are focused on con-
structing a self-proctored version of the PRA in order to further
extend its possible uses.
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